KING'S GLOBAL TOKEN
World’s No.1 Payment and Royalty Reward Token
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 King's Global Token
King's Global Token is an Erc20 token use for payment and royalty
reward within the community and entire crypto space for
Welfare/Charity, Shopping and Socialization. Kings Global Token
will be developing its own Platform as soon as possible and added
to all the best exchange in the shortest time possible.

1.2 King’s Global Charity Foundation
OBJECTIVE: Our objective is to develop a platform for the needy and the
philanthropist, we are going to use this platform to bring together the needy
and those who are willing to help but simply have no means to reach out
and help.
PROBLEM: The world at large has been suffering from proper welfare and
charity stance for several years, for so long there’s been abject poverty all
over the world and many has been trying to help but was unable to cater for
all due to inability to locate those who really need the help and how to get
them, who to help, when to help, who need help and those who seriously
need these help first.

SOLUTION: the system kings global has developed aim to help
solve all these problem and using our platform powered by
blockchain technology will make it very easy and convenient to achieve. We
are going to welcome and reach out to as many profound wealthy people on
the planet and philanthropist in the world to help sponsor and finance these
project to be able to reach out to all the needy all the world. The way the
fund sharing will go will be done according to the number of holding you
have on the token on monthly basis. The funds gotten will be used to
purchase kings global token from market and payment of charity shares will
be done in king’s global token in current trade value to each member’s
wallet which can be traded back or hold for greater reward.

1.3 King’s Global Shopping
In the modern age we have seen many company rising to build shopping
and online store and more. King's global Store will give access to buyers
and sellers to connect all over the world in a more unique, fast and reliable
way and allow shopping of the most notable things one can need just by
searching through the catalog. Also, goods one needs can be seen within
their environment as we give room to both local and international shopping.
The platform has categories of shop station from every country and state
within each country to allow many more buying and selling with ease of pick
up from seller or delivery to buyers. E.g. a mechanic service is needed to
attend to a broken car on a route and immediately you post the need for this
service an available person will see it and contact to give service and be
paid. Also, you need to sell your phone and you just have to post on the
platform and someone with need of such phone will call you to pick up upon
agreed price.

1.4 King’s Global Logistic
In the recent age we have seen need for service of local and international
market leading to the need of sending items or getting transportation to any
location. King’s global has designed a system where these needs are met
with the lowest possible cost, fastest, and also provide opportunity to
members to get more money by rendering little service of logistic and
transport. The focus of this system is to help members move and transport
their delivery them by paying very little but appreciative amount in ksg token
or fiat currency. Someone who loves traveling on ksg community can
become a delivery agent by accepting request from other member who are
looking means of sending item to some places along the route of the agent,
you don’t need to be going there because of the delivery but because you're
going there as you take pleasure in traveling or going for you routine
business or activity you also make some money along the way.
For instance, someone from Canada who have an item to give to someone
in Africa, or anywhere in the world will only have to place request to seek

any member going to this environment anytime soon and will only have to
get this item along his luggage to deliver to the receiver in the other country
and receive some little payment for doing so, thereby saving the sender
huge amount of money to use delivery company service and can as well
pay with ksg token.

1.5 King’s Global Social
In as much as we are trying to make many live better, there’s need
to connect to people around the world as well. So we have set up a
social platform to find and connect to people all around the world,
on our social page you post things about you and get peoples
review and comment and as well chat with people with interest to
you. All that is needed is ksg token in your account dashboard to
pay for some mini site fees. You can post pictures and set status of
your mood and be happy on the platform to show your happiness.

1.6 King’s Global Allocation
Total Supply = 2,000,000,000,000
10% = 200,000,000,000 (Private sale/Early investors)
0.1% = 2,000,000,000 (Airdrop and 0.05% to Bounty)
1% = 20,000,000,000 (Promotion and 1% to Marketing)
5% = 100,000,000,000 (To Team)
20% = 400,000,000,000 (To Community Sale)
5% = 100,000,000,000 (To Charity Foundation)
7.85 = 157,000,000,000 (To CEO and Founder)
50% = 1,000,000,000,000 (Reserved locked fund till 2022)

1.7 Ethereum Accounts, Addresses and Contracts
♻

TOKENS DETAILS

♻

☄Token Name: KING'S GLOBAL TOKEN
☄Token ticker: KSG
☄Token Supply: 2,000,000,000,000
☄Token decimal: 18
☄Token Contract:
https://etherscan.io/address/0xfda1f5278b9aa923b5e581565d599810c78c71f5
☄Token Website: https://kingsglobalhub.com
☄Token Twitter: https://twitter.com/KingsGlobalTok1
☄Token Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Kings-Global-Token409266226570060/
☄Token Telegram: https://t.me/Kingsglobalofficial
☄Token Channel: https://t.me/KingGlobalChannel
☄Token Slack: https://Kingsglobaltoken.slack.com

Token Distributions
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